
partly covered by ligament and altered in its form. Lastly, the
effort of nature to form a new articulating head on the side of
the os humeri«,

REMARKS ON ERGOT.
COMMUNICATED IN A LETTER TO ONE OF THE EDITORS.

.Having received by the post a Dissertation on the Ergot, I
take the liberty of making my compliments through you, to the
author, for this judicious and respectable performance. I pre-
sume also to add a remark or two on the subject of it.
The author says, that the quarter of France in which the

Ergot is principally found, is the " province of Salonia ; and
Salonia he afterwards called Sologne. (See p. 3 and 5.) Now
the portion of the country known by the name of Sologne was
included before the French revolution in the province of
Orleans ; and according to M. D'Anville's map of France, it
lies south of the great arch of the Loire. Sologne however be-
ing the mere name of a section of France under some of its old
forms of division, and not the name of a town ; it is not to be
seen in every map, and is wanting even in the maps of Sansón.
I do not find it in D'Anville's map of anticnt Gaul by the name
Salonia, nor yet in his work on anticnt geography ; but Bus-
ching says, that Sologne was " in Latin, Secalaunia or Segalo-
nia ; a country, the boundaries and appurtenances of which are
not easily determined :" and this account- may have beon true
in the decline of the Roman Empire, or in the middle ages.—
But I dwell too long on names, and must proceed to things.
Among the various accounts given in the memoirs of the

French Academy of Sciences, I find one (hi the Historical part
of the volume for the year 1710, p. 61,) from which I translate
several extracts.
Speaking of the dry gangrene (as it has sometimes been

called,) produced by eating the Ergot in the form of bread ; the
Historian says, " what was particularly astonishing was, that
this disease in no degree affected women ; though it occasion-
ally attacked a few little girls." Will it not then be remark-
able, if the ergot should be found to confine its effects to the
form of dry gangrene, in the case of the male part of our race,
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and of little girls: and only act upon other females where there
is an adult and distended uterus, to which in this case its opera-
tions are said to be wholly limited.
Again, says the Historian, " the disease is called Ergot from

its resembling the spur of a Cock," (called in French Ergot.)
And in fact this appears to be often true, if we look at the plate
annexed to the above dissertation, taken from Tessier. (See
figure S, and its appendages D and E.)
A third passage from the Secretary of the French Academy

is this : " As soon as the peasants cat this mischievous bread,
they feel themselves almost intoxicated : after which often fol-
lows the gangrene." This feeling, approaching to intoxication,
is not noticed in the dissertation. It could scarcely indeed have
come within the personal ob-crvation of the author ; as he pro-
bably has never seen many persons who have eaten much rye-
bread mixed with Ergot, in its new state in autumn.
With respect to the causes of the size and qualities of the

Ergot, the following conjecture of M. Fagon, the noted physi-
cian of Louis XIV. (as recorded by the above Secretary,) may
be added to the three other conjectures enumerated in the 5th
page of the dissertation.
" There are mists (he saya) which spoil the wheat ; from

Which the chief of the rye escapes by means of its beard. But
in those cases where the rye suffers also, this poisonous moisture
rots the skin which covers the grain ; renders it black ; and
even alters the substance of the grain itself. The juices of the
plant now flow towards the kernel in greater abundance ; and
collecting themselves into irregular masses, a sort of monster
is formed. The new production acquires noxious qualities, be-
cause it is a compound of this superfluous sap with a morbid
humidity." I pretend not to adopt this conjecture, for I do not
fully understand it ; but I think it right to stale it.
As to the other means of forwarding delivery, lately adopted

in the American practice of midwifery, namely the use of the
lancet ; it is an old expedient, which has of late been revived
and extended ; and which analogy might have suggested, as
well as accident. But in the employment of ergot for the samé
object, the whole must have arisen from casual observation ;
and in this case we may suspect that the discovery originated
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among the French, to whom nevertheless I do not hear that il
is now attributed.*

I am, with high esteem, dear Sir, your's sincere^.

• But wherever these two discoveries have arisen, the knowledge of
them is peculiarly important in a country where child bearing is so
common ; and where notwithstanding the usual g-ood health of the peo-
ple, pain and the hazard to a double life often require that the opera-
tions of nature should be assisted^

ON MERCURIAL ULCERATIONS.

COMMUNICATES IN A LETTER TO ONE OF THE EDITOR«,

[For the New-England Journal of Medicine, Scc.J

A he method of discriminating those diseases which resem-

ble, in appearance, the lues venérea, so well explained by Mr.
Abcrnethy, has not, I imagine, been generally known in our
country. At least I have had much reason to fear so, from the
practice of some physicians. Whenever those organs have been
affected, which are usually the seats of syphilitic complaints,
mercury is the first and only auxiliary of the practitioner. The
poor patient is mercurialized and salivated at successive peri-
ods, and when his complaints get worse under such treatment,
they are thought to require reiterated and more violent saliva-
tions. Salivation is made to succeed salivation, till the enorm-
ous extension of the ulcers, the copious flow of saliva, repeated
diarrhoeas, bleedings from the gums, and swellings of the throat
that threaten suffocation, combine their aid to destroy the unfor-
tunate victim. Mr. R—— applied t» me for advice, at some
time in the year 1812, being affected with an extensive ulcéra-
tion on the glans, and another which covered the greater part
of the soft palate and the roof of the mouth. He gave the
following history of his case :—Seven or eight months previous
to that time, he had been affected with a chancre, which made
its appearance a few days after he had been at sea, on a voyage
to Europe. Being prepared for the occurrence, he began to
take mercury ; but the quantity was not sufficient to produce
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